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Considerations for Making the Transition to ALERT2

This Presentation will provide ALERT users with the technical tools to modernize their flood warning
system. Transitioning to the ALERT2 protocol does require some advance planning, but it doesn’t
have to be a difficult process . . . given the right guidelines.
Like ALERT, ALERT2 is a system for transporting short data messages over a radio path. It differs
from ALERT in that it’s much faster, carries more information (including engineering units), and
operates virtually error-free. Using a channel sharing technique called TDMA, each transmitter has
its own time slot in which to transmit. The message contention and data loss problems of ALERT are
eliminated, as are ID assignment problems that are common to AUG members.
Using maps and a system diagram of an AUG member’s actual system, the Presenter will provide an
overview of the process of formulating an effective transition path from ALERT to ALERT2. This
will include a discussion of the network backbone including hardware requirements and details to
consider in allocating time slots to Repeaters servicing different nodes of the system.
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